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Introduction

Should you buy this book?
Teaching is about relationships as well as pedagogy. It is about
feelings as well as facts and it is as much about what goes on
inside your head as it is about what goes on in the heads of your
students. It is about using your senses as well as your subject
knowledge.
J        #     #
that has the greatest effect on the children, our sense of motivation that drives the
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clear (see West-Burnham, 2004; West-Burnham and Ireson, 2005). Because Neuro-linguistic Program# 'Z>:*           Q  
interpersonal and intrapersonal capacity, manage emotions and communicate much more effectively. At
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intrapersonal competence.

Is NLP the technology of emotional intelligence?
Well, if such a thing exists, then yes it probably is. It is certainly technology for developing
interpersonal and intrapersonal competence.
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developed in less effective teachers, and the reason why two teachers can deliver virtually the same lesson (in the same way) to similar classes and yet have very different results.
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communicate more effectively
   &     
#  #    #       
set yourself, and achieve, positive outcomes
!          #&!  

We have also included up-to-date Research Zones    
 
 # ##            
capacity. Chapter 1, What’s in a name?  #  #   Z>:  
 `   $  /]"Blockbuster movies. Chapter 14, The
magic number 7" Z>:   !            $
          Z>:     KJ  "
Instant training day, gives you a detailed set of training scripts to support you in delivering some NLP
training yourself.

What have you got in mind?
J                  #   #"         
  #    K          
  !  '# b +   k { 
in the mid-1970s) in the classroom. This early NLP research explored how therapists such as Milton
  "|   "\ \  \ }:    ~     
the documentation of a wide range of tools, techniques and approaches. In doing this they discovered
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and approaches that many excellent communicators and achievers shared in common. Together these
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many of these ideas come from and how to use them effectively.

What you will not find in this book!
■ This is not a book about brain-friendly learning nor is
it a book about how the brain learns. [   
              
recommend The Learning Brain $k + # 
\ '+ # \ "]^^@*      
Neuroscience and Education: Issues and Opportunities 
Teaching and Learning Research Programme and the Economic Social Research Council (TLRP,
]^^@*K #   !J  # ']^^^`]^^]`]^^`#  / "
1999), Bill Lucas (2001), Guy Claxton (2002), Tony Buzan (2001) and others which provide a
practical approach for those aspiring to plan their teaching and learning in a way that supports
# $ -   K\        #
        Learning to Learn in
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completely in control of your emotions and purpose.

So what is this book about?
       K[           
         K  Z>:$
resents is therefore a ‘how to’ rather than a ‘what’. In a way it is technology for your mind.

This book is about personal effectiveness. In a sense it is about the space between you and
the students that you teach and the space within you when you are doing that. The type
of knowledge that NLP represents is therefore a ‘how to’ rather than a ‘what’. In a way it is
technology for your mind.

Why we wrote this book
What our experience of using NLP with teachers tells us is that these tools and techniques can help
         #             #   #
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Learning NLP
Any good book about NLP should aspire to be a complement to hands-on practice and training. With this in mind we have included practical exercises throughout the book and a ﬁnal
chapter, Instant training day, which gives you seven interactive NLP training exercises that
you can use separately or to deliver your own whole day training event in school. If you have
not yet had the opportunity to attend NLP training by a recognised trainer or practitioner we
would highly recommend that you do so. NLP is a set of practical skills and there is much to
learn that can only ever be touched on in the context of a written text. Look out for training
delivered by registered trainers of either INLPTA (International NLP Trainers Association) or
ANLP (Association of NLP).
For those of you who are studying for a teacher training qualiﬁcation, or who are doing a
higher degree in education, we have provided Research Zones that give you useful references
to research from outside of NLP that parallels and supports the model.
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Getting the most out of this book
As well as containing lots of information about NLP and background to the tools and techniques, there are many practical activities for you to work on.
■ Just do its are activities that will build your internal skills and capacity, and act as a prelude to the more advanced tools in the NLP Toolboxes.
■ You will notice that there is some repetition of concepts in the book. We have done this
so that you can really focus on working on a chapter at a time without having to crossreference too much.
■ We suggest that you take it a little bit at a time and play with the concepts and tools
in your daily work, noticing how effective they can be in everyday situations. Once you
have read a chapter and worked through the activities yourself, you may want to work
through the activities again with a friend or a colleague. With some of the tools and
techniques it is helpful to have someone read it out loud whilst you work through it. Discussing the activities afterwards can be really helpful.
■ Set yourself the goal of taking two or three ideas, concepts and techniques at a time and
have a day when you practise that one thing. Applying some of these strategies will be
much more effective than simply reading the book.
■ In general it is best to work through a single chapter in order as the approaches and
learning become more advanced as the chapter progresses.
■ Research Zones add academic depth to what is in the chapters but it is not necessary to
spend time on these before working through the chapters and the tools.
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■ At the end of all the practical chapters there a box entitled More ways to start improving
your classroom practice with NLP. These include a series of additional suggestions for getting started with the tools that are described in the chapter.
■ Remember you don’t need to absorb it all at once. Allow yourself time to work on one or
two tools or approaches at a time.
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Chapter 5

Don’t think about chocolate cake

How to use your language to get what you want
[# ## #   # "     
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&     #        #K-
 "   - 
In the introduction we mentioned how the founders
of NLP had ‘modelled’ a
#! 
     
edge of therapy in the
1970s. One person they
studied in great detail
 =     " 
world famous hypnothera K  "   
1980, is widely considered
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so impressed with Bandler and Grinder’s
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of NLP.
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an altered state of mind and distracts their attention from, and with, the external world. Putting people
 #    # "     
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language (sometimes referred to as soft language) is very effective in a coaching context, particularly
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Although this is quite a technical chapter, spending time exploring these ideas and practising the tools
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Milton model
The term ‘Milton model’ is used in NLP to describe the
set of language patterns that can be used to create a trance state, or altered
state of consciousness. The Milton model is named after Milton Erickson and is ﬁrst
described in detail in Patterns of the Hypnotic Techniques of Milton Erickson, vol. i (Bandler
and Grinder, 1975).
Bandler and Grinder noticed that Erickson consistently ‘chunked up’ out of the details that
we might usually include in language, removing the details and creating generalisations, distortions and deletions. Because information is missing we are forced to go ‘inside’ (in what
is sometimes called a transderivational search (TDS)) for meaning. It is this internal search
for meaning that places the person’s attention on internal representations rather than the
external world and which ‘induces’ trance and suggestibility. Having used vague language to
create an altered state Erickson would then make a suggestion or embed a command.

Presuppositions
J "  !   "     $
   K:      #    "        
    K[   K[  j
Either now or in the next few seconds you can think of a time when using the right words, at the
right time, would have been more useful to you
 Q   < K
           $
gested.
This particular pattern is called a double bind          #  #
       
K\!# "  # # j
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My best friend is trying to get pregnant
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Top tips for the classroom
Useful sentences with positive presuppositions:

Tomorrow you will be able to learn even more—         
learnt
Starting is just the beginning—presupposes that there is more to learn
                  !  
easier

 

Knowing this you can realise that you have more resources than ever before—presupposes
     

So … how ready are you to read on?

d
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Deep and surface structure and
transformational grammar
The term surface structure refers to the actual words or phrases that are being
used (the syntactic structure of a sentence). Deep structure applies to the actual
meaning of the sentence. Chomsky suggested that language is much more complex and less
predictable than had previously been believed. He argued that when we hear a sentence
we don’t actually process or retain the surface structure; rather we transform it into its deep
structure. Transformational grammar is the ‘know how’ of translating a sentence’s meaning
into the words that make it up and vice versa.
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Puppet Master’s parents’ evening
Here’s a fun activity to do on an inset or training day with your colleagues or other teachers.
■ Firstly, do a little bit of upfront teaching so people understand a bit about the theory of
Satir categories and where they come from.
■ Divide the group into threes. Two people need to sit facing each other as if at a parents’
evening. One person takes the role of a parent, the other of the teacher. The third person
(or Puppet Master) stands behind the person who is being the parent so that the parent
cannot see what they are doing.
■ Ask the teachers to think back to a time when they had to give a difﬁcult message to a
parent.
■ As the teachers explain the difﬁcult message to the parent, the Puppet Master chooses a
Satir category and displays it. The teacher then has to use that category.
■ The Puppet Master should then randomly work their way through the different categories whilst the poor teacher is forced to follow their lead.
■ The parent can choose to match a category or to mismatch one. Blamer, in particular, usually creates some really interesting interactions.
This exercise, if prepared well, usually results in a lot of fun and learning about how our body
language has an effect on others. Make sure that you debrief the session afterward (ideally to
ﬂipchart) and ask people what they have learnt.
Alternatively, do the same exercise in the context of dealing with a difﬁcult student.

For each
Satir category

Facilitator

Observer
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Emotional intelligence and empathy
The idea that empathy (seeing the world from another’s point of view) is important for effective communication and relationships has long been accepted (see
e.g. Rogers, 1959). In recent years ideas about empathy have taken on a new
lease of life as a result of the popularisation of the concept of emotional intelligence. Daniel Goleman, in particular, has proposed that emotional intelligence
may matter more than IQ in relation to success in career and life in general (Goleman, 1995;
1996). The exact deﬁnition of emotional intelligence is in dispute, as indeed is its existence
(Eysenck, 2000) and its effect (Antonakis, 2003). Some writers suggest that what may be being
measured is, in fact, social conformity (Roberts et al., 2001). Generally EI or emotional quotient
(EQ) is deﬁned in terms of a person’s capacity or ability to perceive and manage their own emotions and those of others. Whether emotional intelligence can be improved is also a contentious issue. However, even early researchers like John ‘Jack’ Mayer, who suggests that emotional
intelligence is unlikely to be something that can be raised, accept that emotional knowledge
and social and emotional functioning can be enhanced, and indeed that it is probably desirable
to do so (Mayer, 2005). Within most concepts of emotional intelligence (e.g. Goleman, 2001;
Bar-On, 1997; 2000) empathy ﬁgures strongly as a core area of emotional competence.

Antonakis, J. (2003) Why ‘emotional intelligence’ does not predict leadership effectiveness: a comment on Prati,
Douglas, Ferris, Ammeter, and Buckley, International Journal of Organizational Analysis, 11: 4: 355–361
Bar-On, R. (1997) Bar-On Emotional Quotient Inventory (EQ-I): Technical Manual. Toronto, Canada: Multi-Health
Systems
Bar-On, R. (2000) Emotional and social intelligence: insights from the emotion quotient inventory, in R. Bar-On and
J. Parker (eds), The Handbook of Emotional Intelligence, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Eysenck, H. (2000) Intelligence: A New Look, Brunswick, NJ, Transaction Publishers
Goleman, D. (1995) Emotional Intelligence, New York: Bantam Books
Goleman, D. (1996) Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ, London: Bloomsbury
Goleman, D. (2001) Emotional intelligence: Issues in paradigm building, in C. Cherniss and D. Goleman (eds), The
Emotionally Intelligence Workplace, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Mayer, J. (2005) Can Emotional Knowledge Be Improved? Can You Raise Emotional Intelligence? University of New
Hampshire <http://www.unh.edu/emotional_intelligence/> accessed 2 January 2006
Roberts, R. D., Zeidner, M., and Matthews, G. (2001) Does emotional intelligence meet traditional standards for an
intelligence? Some new data and conclusions, Emotion, 1: 3: 196–231
Rogers, C. R. (1959) A theory of therapy, personality and interpersonal relationships, as developed in the clientcentered framework, in S. Koch (ed.), Psychology: A Study of Science, 3: 210–211

More ways to start improving your classroom practice with NLP
■ Be in third position in your mind when dealing with behaviour issues
■ Adopt second position when planning lessons, explaining concepts or asking questions
■ Choose ﬁrst position when giving praise or rewards
■ With practice you will also be able to maintain a monitoring position in your classroom
using fourth position so that you become associated in the process of your lesson
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■ Have a classroom rule for each of Dilts’ levels: Purpose, Values and Beliefs, Capabilities,
Behaviour and Environment. Display these in your classroom. You can also agree the rules
with the children or get them to design them
■ Use Dilts’ levels as an analytical tool when covering topics that require children to understand where people are, or were, coming from. This is particularly effective with historical
concepts and where there is conﬂict between people. Ask at what level were these people in conﬂict? What could they have done?
■ Inﬂuence groups by ensuring that in your classroom explanations and planning you cater
for children with different metaprograms. When giving context pay particular attention
to whether you start with general or speciﬁc information. Plan activities to cater for both
options or procedure preferences. When working one-to-one make sure that you give
information according to the preferred metaprogram ﬁrst and then work round to the
less preferred metaprogram
■ Make the children aware of their preferences and encourage them to learn to use their
less preferred style of thinking to encourage development and ﬂexibility
■ If a child just doesn’t immediately understand something that you have explained, think
about which metaprogram you used to explain it and re-explain in the alternative way.

“NLP for Teachers: How to be a highly effective teacher is a rare book – unique and original ideas
presented in so many different stimulating ways. You have idea sets, toolboxes, research zones,
top tips, cartoons – a cornucopia of stimuli. Churches and Terry have produced something that not
only will make you a better teacher, it will make any of us a better person if we soak in and act on
the many clear suggestions. NLP for Teachers is at once a deeply practical and deeply theoretical
book.”
Michael Fullan, Professor Emeritus, OISE/University of Toronto,
author of The New Meaning of Educational Change
NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) allows us to uncover how people’s minds are “programmed”. It is a powerful
tool for developing communication skills and supporting personal and professional development. This book
covers a wide range of practical applications of NLP that will enhance your personal effectiveness and improve
your classroom delivery. Learn how to:
■ Adapt your language to alter the response you get

■ Keep motivation on target

■ Communicate in ways you never thought possible
both inside and outside the classroom

■ See issues from many different perspectives

■ Build rapport and inﬂuence others

■ Use your new knowledge to plan and deliver an
NLP training day

Invaluable for everyone working with learners be they teachers, subject leaders, phase leaders, senior managers,
learning support assistants or Local Authority advisors. Also includes “Research Zones” that detail supporting
research.

“This is a powerful resource for all those who wish to extend their portfolio of strategies to support effective learning
and teaching. NLP offers a systematic, coherent and well tried range of techniques to enhance all aspects of
##   K#   !   "     !#   
activities which support understanding and application.
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John West-Burnham, Visiting Professor of Education, Queen’s University, Belfast
Richard Churches is Principal Consultant for National
Programmes at CfBT Education Trust, the world-leading
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for Children, Schools and Families) and the National
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Managing Editor for the NPQH materials and consultant
for the London Leadership Strategy.
He is currently National Programme Manager for the support materials for
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inner London schools. He has taught in primary and secondary phases and
in a special school. He is reading for a PhD at Surrey University School of
Management and is a Fellow of the RSA.

Roger Terry is an International NLP Master Trainer
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Programming and human value systems Roger leads
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USA, Europe and Middle East. He is the author of
The Hidden Art of Interviewing: NLP and Qualitative
ResearchK        
     Teaching Expertise magazine with
Richard Churches. Roger has, with Henrie Liddiard,
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his career was within the utility sector where he
         
and innovative organisational development.
        
individuals, guiding them to reach their
full potential.
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